<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Noon   | NOVA Wonders
Can We Make Life?
(Science) | Illustrative Math
Grade 6: Distributive Property, Part 1
(Math) | NOVA Day the Dinosaurs Died
(Science) | Illustrative Math
Grade 6: Distributive Property, Part 2
(Math) |
| 12:30  | Illustrative Math
Grade 7: Expressions with Rational Numbers
(Math) | Illustrative Math
Grade 7: Different Options for Solving
/Math) | Illustrative Math
Grade 7: Graphs to Compare Relationships
(Math) |
| 1:00   | NOVA Cat Tales
(Science) | Illustrative Math
Grade 8: Slope of a Fitted Line
(Math) | Illustrative Math
Grade 8: Multiplying Powers of Ten
(Math) | Illustrative Math
Grade 8: Introduction to Functions & Equations
(Math) |
| 1:30   | Illustrative Math
Algebra 1: Quatdratics in Factored Form, Part 1
(Math) | Illustrative Math
Rise of the Mammals
(Science) | Illustrative Math
Algebra 1: Quadratics in Factored Form, Part 2
(Math) | Illustrative Math
Algebra 1: Equivalent Quadratic Expressions
(Math) |
| 2:00   | Nature
Okavango: River of Dreams:
Paradise
(Science) | Nature
Okavango: River of Dreams:
Limbo
(Science) | Nature
Okavango: River of Dreams:
Inferno
(Science) | Poetry in America
Harlem—Langston Hughes
(English Language Arts) |
| 2:30   | SciGirls
Habitat Havoc
(Science) | SciGirls
Dolphin Dive
(Science) | Poetry in America
Fast Break—Edward Hirsch
(English Language Arts) |
| 3:00   | Latino Americans
Foreigners in Their Own Land
(1565-1880)
(Social Studies) | Latino Americans
Peril & Promise
(1980-2000)
(Social Studies) | American Experience:
Test Tube Babies
(Social Studies) | American Masters:
Ursula K. Le Guin
(English Language Arts) |
| 3:30   | American Experience:
Eugenics Crusade
(Social Studies) |
| 4:00   | Breakthrough:
The Ideas That Changed the World
The Telescope
(Social Studies) | Breakthrough:
The Ideas That Changed the World
The Airplane
(Social Studies) | Breakthrough:
The Ideas That Changed the World
The Robot
(Social Studies) | Shakespeare
Uncovered
“Much Ado About Nothing” with Helen Hunt
(English Language Arts) |
| 4:30   | |
| 5 PM   | |

Watch PreK-third grade educational programming on Rootle 24/7 PBS KIDS channel. Check our schedule at unctv.org/rootle.